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Dear Mr Woodall 

Re: Football Queensland Ltd notification N93402 
- interested party submissions and request for further information 

I refer to previous correspondence in relation to the Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission's (ACCC) current review into the above third line forcing notification. 

As you are aware, on 9 September 2011, the ACCC issued a Draft Notice proposing to 
revoke Football Queensland's third line forcing notification and subsequently commenced a 
public consultation process on the Draft Notice. The ACCC requested submissions be 
provided by 30 September 2011. I note that Football Queensland provided a submission on 
30 September 2011 (Football Queensland's latest submission). 

The purpose of this letter is to provide Football Queensland with an opportunity to respond to 
the interested party submissions received in relation to the Draft Notice. I would also like to 
take this opportunity to seek further information from Football Queensland in relation to the 
notified conduct. 

Consultation on Draft Notice 

The ACCC has received 23 submissions in relation to the draft notice, including 19 public 
submissions and 4 confidential submissions. 
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submissions, 12 placed on the 
entirety, 7 have been redacted in response to 
identity of the authors. 

Section the Competition and 
submitting a document in relation to a notif1cation may 
thereof be excluded from the public by reason of the nature of certain 
contained in document. Football Queensland has concerns that 
identity authors and submissions entirely the public 
at a to the issues within. 

In deciding or not to a submission or a submission from public 
register in this matter, the I>'LJ'l..A_J mindful to any claims for confidentiality 
against for procedural Football 

Although 7 public submissions redacted to .....,,1"0'>;

allow Queensland to the context 
made, has specified who made the 

nCT>:> ....·'" supplier, club or The substance submissions have 
on public register to enable Football y,"".U..:I1UlJIU to respond to 
contained within. 

The is unable to confidential which 
have excluded entirely ACCC's public 

in the interests of procedural fairness, the I>'-/'LJ',,"-, has compiled a 
submissions following the This summary is at ~=== 

copy of each of the submissions received is also attached. All publicly available 
submissions are also posted on ACCC's at 

Any comments Football Queensland may wish to on the submissions, 
to the ACCC COB 11 November 2011. 

information required by the A CCC 

licensing programs potential to 
However, the was not satisfied that, 

Queensland's 
L"t:vt:rlnt:tt:~;s, the 

of issues interested following the Draft ACCC 
clarification Football Queensland relation to the following issues: 
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The the could deliver minimum quality standards by 
quality criteria were granted a license to supply 

suppliers. 

received a number submissions from 
does not undertake any quality assessment 

that it is left primarily to clubs to follow 
apparel prior to 
quality issues with 

suppliers stating Football 
acceptable is supplied. 

In its submission, Football Queensland states on a occasions 
to ensure standards were met by The ACCC welcome additional information 
from Football Queensland providing any further action that it has to rectify 
any quality 

Football Queensland has that apparel falling over last 3 years. Is it 
Football Queensland's that the licensing resulted in reduction? 

so, explain how it that effect. 

note that some clubs have submitted that they have been able to achieve apparel 
to the Program's 'buying power'. The would welcome comments that 

Queensland may to make on this. In particular, how the delivers any 
T'IlHAfPT to clubs. 

ACCC notes that revenue to return to 
football is one of the key potential benefits of the Program. It is reason that 

seeks to properly understand how much revenue has been raised by the Program, 
it has been spent and how this is likely to constitute a public benefit. 

"""A~'l, notes Queensland 
revenue generated cost of 

Draft Notice, I>. ...~'-.J.L/ notes that inconsistent 
and does not a breakdown program over a 
time period. 

to the Red Kits program, the ACCC notes as set out in 
Notice, Football Queensland has on occasions provided 

figures regarding much Football Queensland has contributed to 
Program. The notes of interested that the Red 

....1"'01'<>.... was funded primarily by Red has not been run 2009. The 
exact figures the amount that Football 
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Kits program and the time period in which that program provided benefits to clubs. The 
ACCC also seeks further information regarding any other such initiatives funded by Football 
Queensland. 

The ACCC would appreciate the opportunity to meet with Football Queensland to discuss 
these issues, as well as any additional issues that Football Queensland considers relevant to 
the ACCC's consideration of the notified conduct. I would be grateful if you could contact 
David Hatfield on 02 6243 1266 to arrange a suitable time to do so. If possible, it would be 
appreciated if this meeting could be held no later than the week ending 4 November 2011. 

This letter has been placed on the ACCC's public register. If you wish to discuss any aspect 
of this matter, please do not hesitate to contact David Hatfield on the number above. 

Yours sincerely 

~----
Dr Richard Chadwick 

General Manager 

Adjudication Branch 
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Attachment A - Summary of confidential submission received by ACCC following 
Draft Notice 

III In reference to submissions by suppliers the price of playing sets and 
that cannot be purchased for $10 A supplier 

:III buying is not achieved via licensing program - A 
III Suppliers do increase the price of For suppliers add on a charge for 

the Q A supplier 
III I have involved soccer for long and in capacities. It is my 

individual clothing supplier builds into of their apparel cost 
that FQ - An individual 

III prt::parea to pay fee. the 
it more difficult to break even A 

III .... r<l'rt>ni"f1t> Sports) 70% of the the 
-A supplier 

III Regional areas are disadvantaged as few service areas -A 
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